Evidence for nm23 RNA overexpression, DNA amplification and mutation in aggressive childhood neuroblastomas.
Reduced expression of nm23 RNAs/proteins has been associated previously with high tumor metastatic potential. In contrast, we report that regional (state III) and metastatic (stage IV) childhood neuroblastomas exhibit elevated nm23 RNA levels as compared with localized tumors. Elevated neuroblastoma nm23 RNA levels were associated with significant reductions in patient survival in the overall (n = 75) and N-myc non-amplified (n = 61) portion of the cohort. Amplification of the chromosomal nm23-H1 gene was observed in 6/18 stage III and IV tumors; amplification of nm23-H2 was not demonstrated. Genomic amplification of nm23-H1 was associated with increased tumor nm23 RNA expression and reduced patient survival. Single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis was performed on seven neuroblastomas. Minor subpopulations of cDNAs exhibiting altered mobility were apparent in both nm23-H1 and nm23-H2 translated regions of stage III and IV tumors, suggestive of mutations. Confirmation of the SSCP data was provided by direct sequencing of nm23-H2 in a stage IV tumor, revealing a leucine to valine mutation at position 48. The data indicate that molecular alterations to nm23 other than its reduced expression can be associated with tumor aggressiveness, and provide the first evidence for nm23 mutation in a human cancer.